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I’m going to preface this review with a quick backstory. I’m dyslexic, and so in all of my years in elementary/middle/high school, I struggled in
English classes. I didn’t learn to read until way later than most kids, and the school system I was in used special-ed as a containment pen for kids



with behavioral problems, so I was never given the help I needed. I had teachers make fun of how pathetic my spelling was, and I was very bitter
towards writing and reading because of it. 

It’s going to hurt every English teacher I ever had to read this, but I never read a book cover to cover until I read Fight Club in high school. I
somehow managed to scam my way through every comprehension evaluation, and fake every Reading Counts test before it. It was too hard to
read, so I found ways around it. Chuck Palahniuk ended that. His stories changed my life, and now sitting down to review the Fight Club 2 comic
book series with my Master of Arts in Professional Writing up above my computer, I feel the need to preface the review with a disclaimer: I come
at this series with a huge bias and big expectations. I’ve driven in total over 1000 miles to meet the man, nearly dying once on a rural
Pennsylvania trucking road in a white-out storm because I was too blinded by my determination to see him to consider basic safety. Chuck’s
writing has done much more for me that I can explain here, so let me just get to the review.

The first issue of Fight Club 2 is not good. I hate to be so blunt but the first issue hardly has a plot. To me, it reads like it is supposed to be an
advertisement for the rest of the series. It has a lot of build up where you’re thinking, “it’s finally happening! I don’t know what he’s doing but it’s
happening!” ...and then it’s just over. If you’ve read the first Fight Club / seen the movie / have enough working knowledge to understand that
we’ve got a split personality guy who on one side is a boring nobody and the other side a prophet like sociopath, you’ll share my sentiments to
this issue. Every page is like a TV commercial for, “next week on XYZ!” where you get a bunch of pieces
building up to   but then you have to wait for the next
episode to actually get a coherent story. 

From issue one you also only really get information that they already gave away with all the
anticipation to FC2 being released. The narrator now has a name, Sebastian. He’s back to living his
boring nobody life thanks to a boatload of medication. He lives in the perfect Ikea catalog. Marla is his
wife and bitter and resentful because Sebastian is boring and Tyler was at least
exciting. They’ve also got a kid. Something's about to happen involving all of these things with the
medication playing a key role... and that’s about it. There’s a little “action” in the final pages, I
suppose, but I’m not going to give it away because it’s really all that this issue has got. 

If you’re a collector and want the variant covers, or you’re a big Chuck fan and just want to support
him, then I say go for it and buy issue one. If you’re looking to get into the series though, take my word

something that’s totally going to be intense,

—while insane--



for it and skip to issue two. At the store, flip open issue one and read the last 3 pages, and go home
with #2. You’ll save yourself 4$ and the inevitable internal debate over was FC2 a mistake? Did the
publishers push Chuck into it for the money because the market was so clear? Or even worse…has
Chuck run out of ideas? I like to think that maybe his type of story telling just doesn’t translate well
into comic form, but we shall see.
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